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Anisotropic nuclear quadrupole interactions can produce resid-
ual quadrupole splitting in the NMR spectra of rapidly moving
quadrupolar nuclei in incompletely disordered aqueous heteroge-
neous systems. Such systems may include hydrated sodium nuclei
in biological tissue and biopolymer gels. To describe the NMR
signals from such samples, we use a domain model in which each
domain is characterized by a quadrupole frequency and a resi-
dence time of the nucleus. We show that the signals from each
domain after one pulse, the quadrupole echo sequence, and the
various multiple quantum filters (MQFs) can be expressed as a
linear combination of five different phase coherences. To simulate
the effect of various distributions (Pake powder pattern, Gaussian,
etc.) of quadrupole frequencies for different domains on the NMR
signal, we have written the computer program CORVUS. COR-
VUS also includes the effects of exchange between different do-
mains using diffusion and random jump models. The results of
computer simulations show that the Gaussian and Pake powder
pattern quadrupole frequency distributions produce very different
phase coherences and observable NMR signals when the exchange
rate (1/te) between different domains is slow. When 1/te is similar
to the root mean square quadrupole frequency (s), the signals
from the two distributions are similar. When 1/te is an order of
magnitude greater than s, there is no apparent evidence of quad-
rupole splitting in the shape of the signal following one pulse, but
the residual effects of the quadrupole splitting make a significant
contribution to the fast transverse relaxation rate. Therefore, in
this case, it is inappropriate to use the observed biexponential
relaxation rates to obtain a single correlation time. The quadrupole
echo and the various MQF signals contain an echo from the
satellite transitions in the presence of quadrupole splitting. The
peak of this echo is very sensitive to 1/te. The time domain analysis
of these signals is more direct and less ambiguous than the fre-
quency domain analysis because the echo does not occur at the
beginning of data acquisition. The quadrupole echo pulse sequence
is the most sensitive detector of residual quadrupole splitting and
exchange of sodium ions between different domains. However, if
the sample is compartmentalized so that only a fraction of the
nuclei have quadrupole splitting, the double quantum magic angle
filter (DQ-MA) is more suitable. This is because the DQ-MA signal
contains only the contributions from satellite transitions. Use of
simulations to analyze signals from various one-pulse, quadrupole
echo, and multiple quantum filter pulse sequences can yield infor-

mation on substrate order and aid in quantitation of multiple
quantum filter signals. © 1998 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in23Na quadrupole splitting in
biological tissue such as cartilage, skeletal muscle, and brain
(1, 2). It has long been known that, because of anisotropic
interactions, NMR signals of quadrupolar nuclei such as2H in
aqueous, locally ordered systems such as xanthan gum and
montmorillonite clay exhibit nonzero residual quadrupole
splitting (3, 4). This splitting depends on the local order of the
macromolecules and clay sheets. For any given nucleus, mo-
lecular diffusion in the sample causes its quadrupole frequency
to be time dependent. In like fashion, the23Na NMR signals
from samples such as biological tissue and biopolymer solu-
tions and gels are also expected to be affected by macromo-
lecular order and time dependence of the quadrupole fre-
quency. Hence, we should obtain information on the substrate
structure and order from analysis of NMR signals following
appropriate RF pulse sequences.

To obtain this structural information from spin 3/2 NMR
data, we use simulations based on a general mathematical
model. In this model the various NMR signals depend on the
conventional relaxation rates and quadrupole frequencies and
are expressed as linear combinations of phase coherences. This
formulation can encompass various physical models of aque-
ous heterogeneous systems involving different distributions of
quadrupole frequencies and time dependences of these fre-
quencies.

For the simulation and analysis of spin 3/2 data from par-
tially ordered systems, we use the domain model that was
developed to analyze the NMR signals from2H nuclei of water
in aqueous heterogeneous systems (3, 5, 6). In this model, the
sample comprises domains that are nonrandom arrangements
of macromolecules with which the fluid molecules and hy-
drated ions interact anisotropically. The local rotational and1 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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translational motions of water molecules and hydrated ions in
a domain are rapid and contribute to the spectral densities
J0(0), J1(v0), and J2(2v0) that determine the conventional
transverse relaxation ratess1 ands2. In other words, within a
very short period of time, these rapid motions cause a given
spin 3/2 nucleus to experience all of the different kinds of local
environments (‘‘bulk’’ aqueous phase, specific binding sites on
the macromolecules, and nonspecific binding sites on the mac-
romolecules) within the domain; all nuclei in the domain have
the same relaxation times. The local anisotropic interactions of
ions with a given macromolecule, together with the nonrandom
arrangement of macromolecules in the domain, cause the nu-
cleus to experience a small residual electrostatic field gradient
(efg). This efg is characterized by the principal valueeqalong
its major axis, whose orientation is determined by the domain
orientation, and the asymmetry parameterh. Thus, the domain
is characterized by a value of quadrupole frequencyvQ that
depends on the orientation of the domain inB0. The funda-
mental cause of the local residual efg is the presence of the
macromolecules. These macromolecules may have electric
charges and local electric dipole moments and also cause
distortion of the hydration atmosphere of the ions.

If all the domains have the same residual efg and are
parallel, the sample is a liquid crystal that gives narrow lines in
the NMR spectrum. If the molecules and hydrated ions are
constrained within given domains and if the different domains
are randomly oriented with respect toB0, the NMR spectrum is
the Pake powder pattern. Samples that have domains of a wide
range ofeq and h values (poorly ordered) can have a distri-
bution ofvQ values that is approximately Gaussian. In all these
cases, we define the quantitys2 as the average of thevQ

2 values
taken over all the domains. Because translational diffusion
causes molecules and ions to migrate between domains, thevQ

values that the nuclei experience are time dependent. We
describe this time dependence in terms ofte, the average time
that a nucleus resides in a given domain. The domain size and
the translational diffusion coefficient determine the value ofte.
This is an exchange process with the consequent line broad-
ening and line narrowing effects that modify the NMR signals
from various pulse sequences (7).

To explain the biexponential transverse relaxation character
of 23Na NMR signals of biological tissue, Berendsen and Edzes
proposed (8) a fast-exchange domain-type model in whichste

! 1. Later, the transverse relaxation of23Na in dilute poly-
electrolyte solutions was explained (9) by a similar fast-ex-
change model. Springer (10) has recently concluded that a
model of the Berendsen type is the most realistic one, among
several possible alternatives, for the description of23Na signals
in biological tissue.

Recent papers report23Na quadrupole splitting in xanthan
gum solutions (11) and k-carrageenan solutions (12) that de-
pends on sample preparation. Also,23Na in articular cartilage
shows quadrupole splitting that depends sample compression
(13). These observations suggest that biopolymer gels and

biological tissue (1, 2) may not always be in the limiting case
of ste ! 1 and that it is appropriate to examine the general
case. Simulations in terms of the structural parameterss, h,
andte facilitate the analysis of observed signals. A preliminary
report (14) on the analysis of23Na NMR signals from a 20%
xanthan gum solution illustrates an application of this proce-
dure.

In this paper we carry out an elementary density matrix
calculation of the transverse magnetization for spin 3/2 nuclei
that have a constant quadrupole interaction and apply this
calculation to one-pulse and two-pulse sequences. The NMR
signals from these RF pulse sequences are expressed as linear
combinations of two and five phase coherences, respectively.
Various multiple quantum filter signals are also expressed as
linear combinations of the same five phase coherences. The
NMR signals are calculated for several distributions of con-
stant quadrupole frequencies. Then, the quadrupole frequency
for a given nucleus is allowed to be time dependent due to
various models of motion. The effects of such time depen-
dences on various NMR signals are examined. Finally, we
draw implications of these time dependences for the interpre-
tation of NMR data from incompletely disordered systems.

EXPRESSION OF NMR SIGNALS AS SUMS
OF PHASE COHERENCES

Density Matrix Calculation of Transverse Magnetization
with Quadrupole Splitting

The density matrix method is used to calculate the NMR
signals for spin 3/2 nuclei that experience a residual nuclear
quadrupole interaction. Initially, we assume that this quadru-
pole interaction is constant. The effects of time dependence of
the quadrupole interaction are considered after the basic func-
tions that describe the transverse magnetization are derived. In
this calculation (15), the total nuclear spin wave functionC is

C 5 c1f3/ 2 1 c2f1/ 2 1 c3f21/ 2 1 c4f23/ 2 5 O
n51

4

cnun, [1]

wherefm are the orthonormal spin functions for the fourm
values of the nucleus. We assume that the quadrupole interac-
tion is much smaller than the Zeeman interaction and write the
Hamiltonian* as the sum of these two interactions:

* 5 *z 1 *Q. [2]

For spin I5 3/2,

*z 5 2g\B0I z [3]

*Q 5 ~e2qQ/ 24!~3 cos2u 2 1

1 h sin2u cos 2f!~3I z
2 2 15/4!, [4]
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whereg is the nuclear magnetogyric ratio,\ is Planck’s con-
stant divided by 2p, Iz is the nuclear spin angular momentum
operator,eQ is the nuclear quadrupole moment,eq is the
principal value of the residual efg along its major axis,u andf
are the polar and azimuthal angles of the orientation of the efg
major axis inB0, and h is the asymmetry parameter of the
residual efg.

The energy levels are then

E3/ 2 5 2~3/ 2!g\B0 1 ~e2qQ/8!

3 ~3 cos2u 2 1 1 h sin2u cos 2f ! [5]

E1/ 2 5 2~1/ 2!g\B0 2 ~e2qQ/8!

3 ~3 cos2u 2 1 1 h sin2u cos 2f ! [6]

E21/ 2 5 ~1/ 2!g\B0 2 ~e2qQ/8!

3 ~3 cos2u 2 1 1 h sin2u cos 2f ! [7]

E23/ 2 5 ~3/ 2!g\B0 1 ~e2qQ/8!

3 ~3 cos2u 2 1 1 h sin2u cos 2f ! . [8]

The observed pulse NMR free induction signals result from
the average expectation value of the transverse nuclear spin
magnetization,̂M1&, that rotates about the direction ofB0,

^M1& 5 ^Mx 1 iMy& 5 g\ ^I x 1 iI y& 5 g\ ^I1& , [9]

whereI1 is the spin angular momentum raising operator. The
density matrix method is used to calculate^M1& as

^M1& 5 Tr~rM1! , [10]

where the matrix elements are

rnm 5 cnc*m, [11]

M1nm 5 g\ ~um|I1 |un! . [12]

From these equations, we find that

^M1& 5 g\ ~Î3r21 1 2r32 1 Î3r43! . [13]

The RF pulses establish initial conditions on the density
matrix r by causing changes in the wavefunctionC:

C3 PC , [14]

where the matrixP represents the action of the pulse andC is
written as a column matrix. The transformation matrixP is
found by solving the Schroedinger equation. The details are not
given here, since they are well known. To minimize the com-
plexity of the results while retaining the essential features of
the models described in this paper, we treat the on-resonance

case with infinitely strong 90-degree pulses and perfectly ho-
mogeneousB1 andB0. The effect of the pulse on the density
matrix is represented by

r3 PrP21. [15]

The spin system is at equilibrium before the application of
the first RF pulse. The equilibrium density matrixr0 has
nonzero elements only along the diagonal. Because*z @ *Q

in Eq. [2], and because the nuclear spin energy levels are small
compared tokT, the diagonal elements ofr0 can be written as

r11
0 5 1/4 1 3e [16]

r22
0 5 1/4 1 e [17]

r33
0 5 1/4 2 e [18]

r44
0 5 1/4 2 3e . [19]

Then, because

M0 5 g\ Tr~r0I z! , [20]

where Iz is the z-component of nuclear spin angular momen-
tum, the value ofe is given by

e 5 M0/~10g\ ! , [21]

whereM0 is the equilibrium longitudinal nuclear spin magne-
tization.

Between pulses, the interaction of the nuclear magnetic
moment with the magnetic fieldB0 and the interaction of the
nuclear quadrupole moment with the efg impose a time depen-
dence on the density matrix as expressed by

dr /dt 5 ~i /\ !@r , * # , [22]

in which i is the imaginary quantity=21 and* is given by
Eqs. [2]–[4]. Application of this equation then yields the time
dependence of the density matrix elements,

drnm/dt 5 ~i /\ !@Em 2 En#rnm, [23]

whereEm andEn are the energy levels of the spin statesm and
n as given by Eqs. [5]–[8]. Then, with the definitions

v0 5 gB0 [24]

vQ 5 ~p/2!QCC~3 cos2u 2 11 h sin2u cos 2f!, [25]

where QCC is the residual quadrupole coupling constant (i.e.,
e2qQ divided by Planck’s constant), we use Eq. [23] to calcu-
late the time dependence of the matrix elements. To include
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relaxation, we introduce the transverse relaxation ratess1 and
s2. These relaxation rates describe the effects of rapid local
motions (faster than 1/vQ) that involve the electric dipole
moments of water molecules and electric charges of macro-
molecules. The results are the following time dependences of
the off-diagonal density matrix elements that are pertinent in
one- and two-pulse experiments:

dr21/dt 5 i ~2v0 1 vQ!r21 2 s1r21 [26]

dr32/dt 5 2iv0r32 2 s2r32 [27]

dr43/dt 5 i ~2v0 2 vQ!r43 2 s1r43 [28]

dr12/dt 5 2i ~2v0 1 vQ!r12 2 s1r12 [29]

dr23/dt 5 iv0r23 2 s2r23 [30]

dr34/dt 5 2i ~2v0 2 vQ!r34 2 s1r34. [31]

Phase Coherences for NMR Signal Following One 90° Pulse

We use conventional mathematical operations (43 4 matrix
multiplications and elementary trigonometry) to evaluate the
density matrix elements. By substituting these matrix elements
into Eq. [13], we find that the transverse magnetization in
uniform B0 following a 90° RF pulse applied in thex-direction
generates the following in-phase on-resonance NMR signal in
the ‘‘real’’ channel of the NMR receiver:

S~t ! 5 ~2/5!exp~2s2t ! 1 ~3/5!exp~2s1t !cos~vQt !

5 ~2/5!PC11 ~3/5!PC2 . [32]

This signal is the sum of two phase coherences, PC1 and PC2.
They are characterized at timet by an amplitude and an accumu-
lated phase angle. The amplitude is determined by relaxation rates
s1 ands2. The accumulated phase angle is the productvQt. Phase
coherence PC1 arises from the ‘‘central’’ transition with frequen-
cies that, to first order, are independent of the quadrupole inter-
action (i.e., from the density matrix elementr32). Phase coherence
PC2 arises from the ‘‘satellite’’ transitions with frequencies that
depend on the nuclear quadrupole interaction (i.e., from the den-
sity matrix elementsr21 andr43).

Phase Coherences for NMR Signals Following Two 90°
Pulses and Multiple-Quantum Filters

The in-phase on-resonance quadrupole echo signal (QE)
following two 90° RF pulses phase-shifted by 90° and the
second pulse applied at the timet after the first pulse is

QE~t . t! 5 ~2/20!PC12 ~3/20!PC21 ~6/20!PC3

1 ~6/ 20!PC41 ~9/ 20!PC5 , [33]

where

PC15 exp@2s2t # [34]

PC25 exp@2s1t #cos@vQt # [35]

PC35 exp@2s1t #exp@2s2~t 2 t !#cos@vQt # [36]

PC45 exp@2s2t #exp@2s1~t 2 t !#cos@vQ~t 2 t !# [37]

PC55 exp@2s1t #cos@vQ~t 2 2t !# . [38]

If the second pulse has a 180° flip angle, the signal is the
same as given by Eq. [32]. The reason is that the1m and2m
spin energy levels have the same dependences on quadrupole
splitting (see Eqs. [5]–[8]).

Several multiple quantum filters (MQF) consist of a pulse that
is followed by a preparation timet which is terminated by two
pulses that are separated by an evolution time (16). When the
evolution time is very short, the final two pulses comprise a
composite pulse. Therefore, the transverse magnetization follow-
ing the filter should contain the same coherences as the quadru-
pole echo signal, but with different numerical coefficients. The
convention in this paper is that the first pulse defines timet 5 0.
The signal (2) following a double quantum filter (DQ) is then

DQ~t , t 2 t ! 5 2d10
1 ~u !@d21

2 ~u ! 1 d221
2 ~u !#2

3 q21
~1! ~t !q12

~1! ~t 2 t !

1 d10
1 ~u !@d21

3 ~u ! 2 d221
3 ~u !#2

3 q31
~1! ~t!q13

~1!~t 2 t ! [39]

and the signal (17) following a triple quantum filter (TQ) is

TQ~t , t 2 t ! 5 d10
1 ~u !@d31

3 ~u ! 1 d321
3 ~u !#2

3 q31
~1! ~t !q13

~1! ~t 2 t ! , [40]

where thed’s are reduced rotation matrix elements (18) and the
q’s are given (2) as

q21~t ! 5 i ~3/5!1/ 2exp~2s1t !sin@vQt # [41]

q12~t 2 t! 5 i ~3/5!1/ 2exp@2s1~t 2 t!#sin@vQ~t 2 t!# [42]

q31~t! 5 ~6/25!1/2$exp@2s1t#cos@vQt# 2 exp@2s2t#% [43]

q13~t 2 t! 5 ~6/ 25!1/ 2$exp@2s1~t 2 t!#

3 cos@vQ~t 2 t!# 2 exp@2s2~t 2 t!#}. [44]

By expanding Eqs. [39] and [40] and rearranging terms, we can
express the NMR signals from the quadrupole echo sequence
and the various multiple quantum filters in the form

S~t . t ! 5 c1 PC11 c2 PC21 c3 PC3

1 c4 PC41 c5 PC5 . [45]
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The numerical coefficients for the DQ and TQ signals and
also those for the one-pulse and QE cases are given in Table
1. The magic angle filter (DQ-MA), which is the DQ filter
that is modified by making the flip angles of the second and
third pulses be magic angle pulses, is especially useful
because phase coherences PC1, PC3, and PC4 are absent. To
achieve this result, accuracy of flip angle is very important.
The DQ and TQ filters are less sensitive to accuracy of flip
angle. A composite filter made from a linear combination of
the signals from DQ and TQ filters also nulls these three
phase coherences with less sensitivity to nonideal flip angles
and with minor loss of sensitivity.

As in the one-pulse case, the five phase coherences ob-
tained after the above two-pulse sequences are also charac-
terized by an amplitude that is determined by relaxation
rates and phase angles that accumulate over certain time
intervals: (a) Phase coherence PC1 accumulates no phase. It
is due entirely to the central transition. Its amplitude is
determined bys2 relaxation at all times. (b) Phase coherence
PC2 starts to accumulate phase right after the first pulse and
this accumulation is uninterrupted by the second pulse. (c)
Phase coherence PC3 also starts to accumulate phase right
after the first pulse, but the accumulation is stopped by the
second pulse. (d) Phase coherence PC4 accumulates no
phase in the first time intervalt, but, after the second pulse,
it begins to accumulate phase as given byvQ(t 2 t). (e)
Phase coherence PC5 is a spin echo. It accumulates a phase
anglevQt in the time interval between the first pulse and the
beginning of the second pulse. The second pulse reverses
this value to change the phase accumulation to2vQt. With
further increase in time, the phase angle evolves asvQ(t 2
2t) so that it increases from the negative value2vQt after
the second pulse and is zero at timet 5 2t. At this time, the
value of PC5 is independent of the value ofvQ.

DISTRIBUTIONS OF QUADRUPOLE SPLITTINGS, vQ

Sodium NMR signals from salt-free xanthan gum solu-
tions (11) and from sodium iodide solutions ofk-carra-
geenan (12) show separate peaks for the central and satellite

transitions (liquid crystal behavior). This observed splitting
into three separate peaks reflects a high degree of ordering
of the macromolecules into fairly uniform domains with the
same orientation inB0. Therefore, there is only one apparent
vQ value. The smaller linewidth reported for the central
transition compared to the satellite transition might indicate
that s1 . s2. Alternatively, this inequality might be caused
by a relatively narrow distribution of residualeq values.

It is possible thats1 and s2 can be different for different
domains. For simplicity, the simulations described later in this
paper assume that all domains have the sames1 ands2 values.
Nevertheless, the simulation program can accommodate differ-
ent values.

A ‘‘powder’’ sample in which all domains have the sameeq
andh values has a distribution ofvQ values given by Eq. [25].
Each of the phase coherences for such samples is the sum taken
over the Pake powder pattern distribution ofvQ values. The
NMR signal then is a linear combination of the various net
phase coherences obtained with the numerical coefficients
given in Table 1. From this point in the paper, the term ‘‘PC1,
PC2, . . . ’’ will denote the sum of a given phase coherence
taken over all initialvQ values.

We can also encounter poorly ordered samples, such as
biological tissue and many biopolymer gels, that have do-
mains with a distribution ofeq and also ofh values. Such a
situation would cause a large deviation from the Pake pow-
der pattern. As can be shown by simulations, the resultant
vQ distribution in such samples can be approximately
Gaussian. Also, a variety of random physical processes are
described by a Gaussian distribution, including NMR line-
shapes in many solids. The mathematics of Gaussian distri-
butions in such cases are well known and give simple
relationships that are useful in deriving the behavior of
NMR signals in limiting cases. In the limiting case of rapid
motion, these relationships also describe the behavior of
NMR signals from other distributions. Because there is not
a simple equation for the Pake powder pattern distribution,
we first examine the behavior of Gaussian phase coherences
and relate them to observable NMR signals.

TABLE 1
Numerical Coefficients ci of the Various Phase Coherences in NMR Signals from One-Pulse, Quadrupole Echo,

and Several Multiple Quantum Filter Sequences

Phase
coherence One-pulse QE TQ DQ DQ-MA

Composite
(3DQ 2 2TQ)

PC1 2/5 1/10 2(9/40)/=2 (6/40)/=2 0 0
PC2 3/5 23/20 2(9/80)/=2 (3/8)/=2 (1/5)/=2 (9/50)/=2
PC3 0 3/10 (9/40)/=2 2(6/40)/=2 0 0
PC4 0 3/10 (9/40)/=2 2(6/40)/=2 0 0
PC5 0 9/20 2(9/80)/=2 2(9/40)/=2 2(1/5)/=2 2(9/50)/=2
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NMR SIGNALS FROM GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS
OF vQ VALUES

Gaussian Static Model

The one-pulse signal for the static Gaussian distribution of
vQ is obtained by integrating Eq. [32] over the distribution of
vQ values:

S~t! 5 ~2/5!exp~2s2t) 1 ~3/5!exp~2s1t !exp~2s2t2/ 2!

5 ~2/5! PC11 ~3/5! PC2 [46]

This signal and the phase coherences PC1 and PC2 shown in
Fig. 1A are calculated with the relaxation ratess1 5 s2 5 s/20.

Phase coherence PC1 accumulates no phase. It is due en-
tirely to the central transition. Its amplitude is determined bys2

relaxation at all times.

Phase coherence PC2 decays rapidly after the pulse because
the signals from different nuclei get out of phase with one
another. After the timet . 3/s, PC2 is small compared to the
initial value and, even in highly ordered samples (Pake powder
pattern distribution, see later discussion), it appears as minor
wiggles (;610%) of the NMR signal. Because the individual
nuclei have phase memory, a subsequent refocusing pulse can
produce a spin echo signal.

The QE signal for a static Gaussian distribution is

QE~t . t ! 5 ~2/ 20!exp~2s2t !

2 ~3/ 20!exp@2s1t #exp~2s2t2/ 2!

1 ~6/ 20!exp@2s1t #exp@2s2~t 2 t !#exp~2s2t2/ 2!

1 ~6/ 20!exp@2s2t #exp@2s1~t 2 t !#

FIG. 1. Simulated phase coherences and NMR signals for the static case of a Gaussian distribution ofvQ values with transverse relaxation ratess1 5 s2 5
s/20. The horizontal axis in all cases is the time after the last pulse in the pulse sequence in units of 1/s. (A) The one-pulse signal. (B) The QE signal witht
5 1/s. (C) The DQ-MA signal witht 5 1/s. (D) The QE signal witht 5 10/s. (E) The DQ-MA signal witht 5 10/s.
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3 exp@2s2~t 2 t !2/ 2#

1 ~9/ 20!exp@2s1t #exp@2s2~t 2 2t !2/ 2#

5 0.10 PC12 0.15 PC21 0.30 PC3

1 0.30 PC41 0.45 PC5 . [47]

Similarly, the DQ-MA signal is

MA ~t . t ! 5 0.141 exp@2s1t #exp~2s2t2/ 2!

2 0.141 exp@2s1t #exp@2s2~t 2 2t !2/ 2#

5 0.141 PC22 0.141 PC5 . [48]

The time behavior of these signals is, of course, determined
by the behavior of the phase coherences and the value oft.
Figures 1B and 1C show the QE and DQ-MA phase coherences
and the signals calculated fort 5 1/s. To illustrate the signals
for longert values, Figs. 1D and 1E show these signals fort
5 10/s. As we show hereinafter, the phase coherences from
the Pake powder pattern distribution are more complex.

Phase coherence PC2 starts to accumulate phase right after
the first pulse and this accumulation is uninterrupted by the
second pulse. Consequently, the net contribution from the
nuclei of variousvQ values after the second pulse is very small
unlesst , 3/s (compare Figs. 1D and 1E with 1B and 1C,
respectively). It is due entirely to the satellite transitions and
the relaxation is due tos1 at all times.

Phase coherence PC3 also starts to accumulate phase right
after the first pulse, but the accumulation is stopped by the
second pulse. Consequently, the net contribution from the
nuclei of variousvQ values after the second pulse is also very
small unlesst , 3/s, but it can be greater than for PC2 because
the second pulse stops the phase accumulation.

Phase accumulation of PC4 commences right after the sec-
ond pulse, as given by the productvQ(t 2 t). All the phase
angles are zero right after this pulse. Because of the distribu-
tion of vQ values in a sample, the contributions from the
various nuclei get out of phase and the net amplitude of this
coherence decreases with time. It behaves like PC2 after the
first pulse.

The second pulse acts to refocus part of the PC2 phase
coherence from the first pulse and, because of the distribution
of vQ values, phase coherence PC5 forms a spin echo at time
t 5 2t. The amplitude of this echo does not depend on the
value of vQ in this static case. However, as shown in the
following sections of this paper, any time dependence ofvQ

decreases the echo amplitude. This decrease augments the
decrease caused bys1 relaxation. Because the echo peak is far
after the end of the pulse sequence, the echo amplitude is
especially sensitive to any time dependence ofvQ.

Each time domain NMR signal is a different linear combi-
nation of the phase coherences. Therefore, the various NMR
signals are sensitive in different ways to thevQ distribution.

This sensitivity allows us to use simulations to analyze various
measured NMR signals and extract considerable information
concerning size of the domains and the arrangement of mac-
romolecules in the domains. We emphasize the time domain
NMR signals because they can be less ambiguous than fre-
quency domain spectra.

Gaussian Diffusion Model

When the domains are not extremely large, the translational
diffusion of nuclei between domains with differentvQ values
causesvQ for a given nucleus to be time dependent, with
consequent effects on the phase coherences. As indicated ear-
lier, it is convenient to adopt the Gaussian frequency distribu-
tion model (7) in discussing general features of the effects of a
time dependentvQ. In this model, vQ obeys a stationary
random Gaussian distribution. The time dependence ofvQ is
embodied in the covariance function

^vQ~t !vQ~t 1 t!& 5 s2exp~2t /te! , [49]

in which te is the correlation time for the time dependence of
vQ. The mathematics that leads to this relationship implies that
the domains are arranged such that the successivevQ values
experienced by a nucleus differ by only a small amount, as
described by a small-step random diffusion process.

For the one-pulse case, the application of this model to Eq.
[32] gives the following signal in the ‘‘real’’ channel of the
receiver:

S~t ! 5 ~2/5!exp~2s2t ! 1 ~3/5!exp~2s1t ! F2~t ! . [50]

Here,

F2~t ! 5 exp$2s2te
2@exp~2t /te! 2 1 1 t /te#% [51]

replaces the cosine term in Eq. [32]. Whente is extremely
long,F2(t) is nearly independent of the value ofte and reduces
to the Gaussian decay function of the static case:

F2~t ! 5 exp~2s2t2/ 2! . [52]

However, in the motionally narrowed limit whens2te
2 ! 1, the

functional form ofF2(t) is the exponential decay function

F2~t ! 5 exp~2s2tte! [53]

and the transverse magnetization after a single pulse is the sum
of two exponential decays,

S~t ! 5 ~2/5!exp~2s2t ! 1 ~3/5!exp~2s91t ! [54]
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where

s91 5 s1 1 s2te. [55]

This result shows that residual quadrupole splitting can give a
biexponential relaxation decay in the motionally narrowed
limit even whens1 5 s2. Consequently, in this case it is
inappropriate to use the observed biexponential rates to obtain
a single correlation time to explain transverse relaxation. Un-
recognized quadrupole splitting can be the dominant factor in
causing observed biexponential transverse relaxation.

The same behavior occurs for the QE signal following two 90°
pulses and the MQF signals. With proper definition oft, the cosine
terms in PC2, PC3, and PC4 of Eq. [45] can be described by Eq.
[51]. The final phase coherence, PC5, behaves differently, be-
cause the second pulse reverses the phase accumulated up to time
t. The cosine term in PC5 is replaced by the expression (7, 19)

F5~t . t! 5 exp$2s2te
2@t /te 2 3 2 exp~2t /te!

1 2 exp~2t /te! 1 2 exp$2~t 2 t !/te%]} .
[56]

Note that whent is very small, Eq. [56] reduces to Eq. [52]
(which is the one-pulse case) and Eq. [33] reduces to Eq. [32].
When the conditionsst @ 1 andste @ 1 are met simulta-
neously, a distinct spin echo (PC5) centered at timet 5 2t is
formed. Also, whens2te

2 ! 1, the functional form ofF5(t . t)
is the exponential decay function

F5~t ! 5 exp~2s2tte! , [57]

the same as Eq. [53].

Gaussian Distribution Random Jump Model

As mentioned earlier, samples can be poorly ordered so that the
overall vQ distribution is nearly Gaussian. However, when the
domains are arranged so that successivevQ values experienced by
a nucleus can differ by large amounts, the Gaussian diffusion
model is inappropriate and a Gaussian random jump model might
be a better description of the time dependence ofvQ.

The basic task in using Eqs. [32] and [45] to describe
transverse magnetization when thevQ value of a given nucleus
is time dependent is to evaluate averages of phase accumula-
tion terms that have the form cos[F(t)], where

F ~t ! 5 E
0

t

vQ~t !dt , [58]

in which the distribution ofvQ(t) values is stationary. The
personal computer program CORVUS (Computations on Ran-
domly Vitalized Uplifted Spins) is a simulator of the phase

coherences when thevQ value of a nucleus undergoes random
transitions among the values of a stationary distribution. COR-
VUS is adaptable to different models of incompletely disor-
dered systems.

To evaluateF(t), we assume that a spin experiences a
constantvQ for periods of various durations DUR. The value
of DUR is chosen randomly (20):

DUR 5 2teloge~RND! , [59]

where RND is a new random number between 0 and 1. At the
initial time, a value ofvQ is chosen randomly from the distri-
bution. At the end of the period DUR, a new value ofvQ and
the next value of DUR are chosen randomly. The value ofF
for a given nucleus aftern durations is given by

Fn 5 O
i51

n

vQi DURi . [60]

For the spin echo, the value ofF accumulated from timet 5
0 to t 5 t is multiplied by21 and further phase accumulation
obeys Eq. [60]. To simulate a motionless system, a duration
greater than the longest time in the computer experiment can be
added to Eq. [59].

In the Gaussian distribution random jump model, CORVUS
generates thevQ value as follows:

vQ 5 s GRND, [61]

where GRND is a Gaussian random number generated (21) by

GRND5 $O
i51

12

RNDi % 2 6 , [62]

in which each RNDi is a new random number between 0 and 1
and the rms value of GRND is 1.

NMR SIGNALS FROM POWDER PATTERN
DISTRIBUTIONS OF vQ

Powder Pattern Random Jump Models

In contrast to the Gaussian models, the calculations in the
CORVUS powder pattern models are based on domains that
are tagged by orientation inB0. We assume a powder pattern
distribution ofu andf values. The values ofvQ are generated
by insertingu andf values into Eq. [25]. Let RND denote a
random number between 0 and 1. Note the average value
^RND2& 5 1/3. Also, for a powder pattern we have the average
value ^cos2u& 5 1/3. Therefore, CORVUS chooses an initial
orientationu with a random number generator,
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cosu 5 RND [63]

sin2u 5 1 2 RND2, [64]

and chooses the initialf by generating a new random number
and defining

f 5 2p RND. [65]

After a residence time duration given by Eq. [59] with a new
random number, a new orientation is chosen with the preceding
equations.

Using this scheme, we can simulate the phase coherences for
domains with chosen values of QCC andh. We can also
perform simulations for less-than-perfect uniformity of do-
mains. For example, we can let QCC values vary randomly
between lower and upper limits and we can allowh to vary
randomly between 0 and 1. Alternatively, we can choose a
value ofh and let the consecutive QCC values vary randomly
over a Gaussian distribution that is centered on the average
QCC value. We can easily generate other distributions with
random numbers.

Many different ‘‘random’’ distributions of numbers VRND
can be generated to define QCC distributions by generalizing
Eq. [62]:

VRND 5 $O
i51

V

RNDi % 2 ~V / 2! . [66]

When V 5 1, we obtain a square distribution. A triangular
distribution is obtained withV 5 2. For larger values ofV we
obtain bell-shaped distributions with different shapes. These
shapes can be characterized by the ratio of the fourth moment
to the second moment of the distribution of VRND. ForV 5 12
(‘‘Gaussian’’) this ratio is 2.92, which is very close to the
theoretical value, exactly 3. This small difference is expected,
because a true Gaussian distribution extends to infinity,
whereas these distributions are truncated.

Powder Pattern Diffusion Model

The CORVUS powder pattern random jump models de-
scribed earlier are different from diffusion models because they
allow large changes in consecutivevQ values. In the limits2te

2

! 1, all of these models give similar results. The case of
infinitesimal consecutive changes in orientation with a single
value of QCC andh 5 0 (i.e., rotational diffusion) has been
treated previously (6). However, when this limit is not met, the
diffusion and jump models predict different dependences of the
transverse magnetization on the value ofte (3, 4). The math-
ematical relationship between the amplitude of PC5 and the
value ofte depends critically on the size of the reorientational

jump. The time behaviors of the other phase coherences are
much less sensitive to jump size.

CORVUS includes a powder pattern model that enables us
to investigate the effects of various jump sizes. The initial
orientation is generated randomly by Eqs. [63]–[65]. Subse-
quent orientations are then generated by angular rotations
(instantaneous jumps) through the designated angleuJ about an
axis whose orientation is also chosen randomly by these equa-
tions (20). Reorientation by small jump angles approximates
rotational diffusion. When this angle is small, the definition

tJ 5 uJ
2te, [67]

wheretJ is the random jump time for this small angle (gener-
ated by a redefinition of Eq. [59]), relates this model to the
Gaussian diffusionte value. Whent . 5/s andte is large, the
amplitude of PC5 at timet 5 2t depends exponentially on the
third power oft,

PC5~2t ! 5 a exp~22s1t !exp@2at3# , [68]

for both Gaussian and powder pattern diffusion. This diffusion
dependency is analogous to the echo attenuation caused by
translational diffusion in a magnetic field gradient.

The corresponding dependency for both the Gaussian and
the powder pattern random jump models is much different
from that of the diffusion models:

PC5~2t ! 5 b exp~22s1t !exp@2bt # . [69]

In Eqs. [68] and [69],a, b, a, andb are constants and may be
different for the different models. With increasing ‘‘diffusion’’
jump angles, there is a transition of the dependency of PC5 on
t from Eq. [68] to Eq. [69].

SIMULATED NMR SIGNALS

Time Behavior of Phase Coherences

To simulate NMR signals for various models of motion and
quadrupole frequency distributions, it is efficient to compute
the individual phase coherences and then use the numerical
coefficients given in Table 1 to calculate signals from specific
RF pulse sequences. The simplest frequency distribution is
Gaussian; the most complex distribution is the powder pattern
with asymmetry parameterh 5 0. These distributions are very
different from each other; therefore, simulations with both are
shown in this paper. Because the qualitative dependences of
the signals onte are similar for the diffusion and jump models,
simulations only from the random jump models are shown. In
discussing the general effects of quadrupole splitting on NMR
signals, it is convenient to scale the time values in pulse
sequences to 1/s. Figure 2 shows the phase coherences simu-
lated with the Gaussian and powder pattern distributions for
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values oft 5 1/s, 6/s, and 10/s with te 5 30/s. To emphasize
the effects of residual quadrupole splitting, we sets1 5 s2 5 0
in all cases. It is evident that the shapes of the coherences
depend strongly on the distribution ofvQ values. The powder
pattern frequency distribution gives phase coherences that con-
tain prominent wiggles whenste is large. The Gaussian dis-
tribution gives coherences that do not contain these wiggles.
When feasible, NMR powder pattern signals simulated by
CORVUS were validated by comparison with signals simu-
lated by use of the general NMR simulation program
ANTIOPE (22) provided by J. S. Waugh.

One-Pulse NMR Signals

Figure 3 shows the computed NMR signals for the random
jump powder pattern frequency distribution forh 5 0 and for
the Gaussian random jump model plotted versus time for a

range ofste values. To emphasize the effects of quadrupole
splitting on the signals, the relaxation decay ratess1 ands2 are
both chosen to be the same value,s/20. Again, we scale the
time values in these simulations to 1/s. In the powder pattern
distribution, as we decreasete the wiggles decrease in ampli-
tude. Whente approaches 1/s, the period of the wiggles
increases, representing exchange narrowing of the spectrum.
Whens2te

2 ! 1, the initial portion of the curve is an exponen-
tial decay, obeying Eqs. [54] and [55]. The signals for the
Gaussian random jump model, in contrast with the powder
pattern signals, change little with decreasingte until te ap-
proaches 1/s because the wiggles do not occur. With further
decreasingte values, the curves for these two models become
increasingly similar and are virtually identical whenste 5 0.1.

For both of these models, the initial portions of these curves
are Gaussian and virtually indistinguishable whenste is not

FIG. 2. Simulated phase coherences for the dynamic random jump cases of the Gaussian and powder pattern distributions ofvQ values with transverse
relaxation ratess1 5 s2 5 0 and exchange timete 5 30/s. (A) Gaussian distribution witht 5 1/s. (B) Gaussian distribution witht 5 6/s. (C) Gaussian
distribution witht 5 10/s. (D) Powder pattern distribution withh 5 0 andt 5 1/s. (E) Powder pattern distribution withh 5 0 andt 5 6/s. (F) Powder pattern
distribution withh 5 0 andt 5 10/s. The horizontal time axis is the same as in Fig. 1. The phase coherences are coded the same as in Fig. 1.
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small. This is characteristic of transverse magnetization in
samples with nonrandom ordering (23–27). Because of this
initial Gaussian character, conventional interpretation ofT2

measurements in terms of exponential functions can overesti-
mate the number of nuclei with the shorterT2 value. This can
cause deviations from the 60/40 ratio of short versus longT2

components. Errors in quantitation of the number of spin 3/2
nuclei in the sample can also result.

Quadrupole Echo and Multiple-Quantum-Filter NMR Signals

Phase coherences PC2, PC3, and PC4 include phase accu-
mulation that starts at particular times in the pulse sequence

and are related to the signal following one pulse, with appro-
priate choice of specific time interval. The preceding simula-
tions indicate that there is no clear, direct indication of residual
quadrupole splitting in the one-pulse signals from very disor-
dered samples (i.e., absence of wiggles such as occurs with a
Gaussian distribution). However, phase coherence PC5 forms a
spin echo at timet 5 2t that is caused by the quadrupole
splitting and is most prominent in the quadrupole echo and
DQ-MA signals. Figure 4 shows the quadrupole echo and
DQ-MA signals att 5 1/s, 6/s, and 10/s for the powder
pattern random jump model and Gaussian distribution random
jump model forte 5 50/s ands1 5 s2 5 s/20. The Gaussian
signals in Fig. 4 show that, even in a disordered sample with
exchange between domains, PC5 provides a prominent spin
echo that results from residual quadrupole splitting. Figure 5
shows the quadrupole echo and DQ-MA signals att 5 6/s and
10/s from the Gaussian distribution random jump model for
exchange that is faster than used in Fig. 4,te 5 10/s. Com-
parison of Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the spin echo amplitude
(PC5) is especially sensitive to the exchange timete and
decreases with decreasing values ofte.

DISCUSSION

Transverse Relaxation in the Motionally Narrowed Limit

The NMR signal characteristics in the motionally narrowed
limit for the Gaussian distribution ofvQ values also apply to
signals from the other frequency distributions andvQ time
dependences presented in this paper. The successive values of
vQ for a given nucleus in the Pake powder pattern frequency
distribution are determined by the orientations. When the con-
dition s2te

2 ! 1 is met, the phase angle accumulated during
residence in a given value ofvQ is much less than 1 radian (i.e.,
ste ! 1). This limit is met when the domains are sufficiently
small so thatte is also small. Because this is also the condition
for validity of a small-step diffusion model, all these models
agree with the Gaussian frequency distribution diffusion
model, and it provides a convenient mathematical framework
for presenting the results of the various models in this limit. In
this limit of motion, s1 in all the NMR signals treated here is
effectively replaced bys91 5 s1 1 s2te. This holds for all of the
vQ distributions and time dependences described in this paper.
Therefore, short-range residual quadrupole splitting can cause
biexponential transverse relaxation behavior in all these NMR
signals even whens1 5 s2. Whens1 ' s2 andte is sufficiently
short so thats2te # s1, the transverse relaxation can appear to
be monoexponential.

The central focus of this paper is on the effects of the strength
and of the time dependence of the residual quadrupole interaction
on the NMR signals following several different RF pulse se-
quences. These effects are parts of the exchange/motional narrow-
ing problem (7). Of course, thete values can contribute to the
distribution of correlation times described by Springer (28, 29). In

FIG. 3. Simulated one-pulse NMR signals for the powder pattern distri-
bution with h 5 0 (solid line) and the Gaussian distribution with transverse
relaxation ratess1 5 s2 5 s/20. (A) te 5 30/s. (B) te 5 3/s. (C) te 5 1/s.
(D) te 5 0.1/s. The horizontal time axis is the same as in Fig. 1.
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the domain model, we assume thatte is large compared to 1/v0.
The residual quadrupole interaction is relatively ineffective in
causing the energy level transitions that dominate in the spectral
densitiesJ1(v0) andJ2(2v0) because (a) it is small compared to
the 23Na nuclear quadrupole interaction with the electric dipole
moment of a water molecule or with an electric charge and (b) the
spectral density is proportional to the square of the interaction.
However, it can be the dominant factor in determiningJ0(0) or the
shape of the NMR signal.

Many of the characteristics of23Na NMR signals in aqueous
heterogeneous samples can be described within the conceptual
framework of domains with different residualvQ values and
with migration or exchange of Na1 ions between these do-
mains. The observations of quadrupole splitting of23Na in
‘‘powder samples’’ of xanthan gum solutions (11) andk-car-
rageenan solutions (12) indicate large values ofte such thatste

@ 1. Also, biexponential transverse relaxation of23Na in
agarose gels (30) without apparent quadrupole splitting agrees
with the conditions2te

2 ! 1 so thats1 is effectively replaced by
s91 5 s1 1 s2te. If the conditions1 ' s2 is met, the biexpo-
nential relaxation character means thatte is sufficiently long to
causes2te @ s2. If we continue in this progression, we see that
the reported monoexponential transverse relaxation in gelatin
gels (1, 30) agrees with effectively smaller domains, compared
to agarose gels, such thats2te # s2. Generalizing this concept
of domains, it is possible to have hierarchies of domains such
that clusters of small nonrandomly oriented domains are them-
selves ordered into larger domains. In this way, a variety of

different orderings of macromolecules can be included in the
domain concept.

Detection of Residual Quadrupole Splitting

The quadrupole echo RF pulse sequence is the most direct,
simplest detector of residual quadrupole splitting and exchange
of sodium ions between different domains, especially whenste

is large. Many samples might have domains that have a range
of QCC andh values, making observation of residual quadru-
pole splitting from wiggles on the one-pulse NMR signal
difficult or impossible. In the absence of exchange, the refo-
cusing action of the second pulse produces the spin echo at
time t 5 2t from PC5. The spin echo amplitude is independent
of the exact QCC andh values and provides a ready means of
detecting residual quadrupole splitting. With the onset of ex-
change, the sensitivity of the spin echo amplitude tost andste

allows us to determineste. However, if the sample is com-
partmentalized so that only a fraction of the nuclei haves Þ 0,
the DQ and, especially, the DQ-MA signals might be prefer-
able for analyzing many complex systems. This is because the
DQ-MA signal contains only the contributions from the satel-
lite transitions.

The initial value of MQF signals, right after the pulse
sequence, is zero. Because of this important property, the MQF
signal is zero at all later times unless some of the phase
coherences have different dependences on time. To observe a
nonzero MQF signal for timest . t, theminimumrequirement
is either that s Þ 0 or s1 Þ s2.

FIG. 4. Simulated QE (A, B, and C) and DQ-MA (D, E, and F) NMR signals for the powder pattern distribution withh 5 0 (solid line) and the Gaussian
distribution with transverse relaxation ratess1 5 s2 5 s/20 and exchange timeste 5 50/s. (A and D)t 5 1/s. (B and E)t 5 6/s. (C and F)t 5 10/s. The
horizontal time axis is the same as in Fig. 1.
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When s 5 0, that is, when there is noresidual local efg,
there is no echo signal and both the DQ and TQ filters give
signals that obey the equation

S~t . t! 5 Cn$exp@2s2t# 2 exp@2s1t#%

3 $exp@2s2~t 2 t!# 2 exp@2s1~t 2 t!#%, [70]

where the numerical coefficientCn for the DQ filter is 0.106
and for the TQ filter is 0.159. The conditions1 Þ s2 allows a
nonzero MQF signal. On the other hand, the DQ-MA filter and
the composite 3DQ–2TQ filter both depend on relaxation rate
s1 only and their MQF signal is zero when there is no residual
local efg. This feature makes these filters specific for the
detection of residual quadrupole splitting.

When s Þ 0, all of the MQFs can give nonzero signals
even whens1 5 s2. In the case of rapid exchange (s2te

2 ! 1),
the MQFs can give signals that are approximated by Eq. [70]
becauses1 is replaced bys91 5 s1 1 s2te. Whenste is larger
in value, the various filters give signals with different time
dependences after the pulse sequence. The TQ filter signal
has the same algebraic sign at all times and the residual
quadrupole splitting shows up in the shape of the time-
dependent signal. This shape depends on the order in the
sample and on the values ofst andste. Even though the TQ
filter gives the greatest signal amplitude, its utility in dis-
criminating quadrupole splitting whens1 Þ s2 is the weakest
among the multiple quantum filters.

The effects of ordering and structure in the domains are

embodied in the values ofs and te. The DQ filter gives
negative signals whent # 5/s. Because the negative excursion
is the greatest whent ' 1/s, the measurement of the DQ signal
as a function oft allows an estimate of the value ofs even
when the ordering in the sample is poor.

The DQ-MA filter is more incisive in this estimation, be-
cause it includes only the phase coherences PC2 and PC5.
These coherences depend only ons1 relaxation and on residual
quadrupole splitting, but have maxima that occur in different
time periods. Whens Þ 0, and when we increase the prepa-
ration timet starting from zero, the DQ-MA filter time domain
signal changes as follows. Whent is zero, the magnitude of
this signal is zero. With somewhat larger values oft, a signal
appears with a ‘‘peak’’ that occurs at time (t 2 t) ' 1/s after
the pulse sequence. With increasingt, the magnitude of the
peak of this signal increases and passes through a maximum
whent ' 1/s. Then, with further increases int, this peak in
the time domain signal moves to greater times and eventually
occurs att 5 2t. Simultaneously, the signal shape becomes
more complex. Because of the absence of wiggles, the signals
from the Gaussian distribution are the least complex. When a
distinct echo signal occurs, the absence of wiggles may imply
that a Gaussian distribution is a reasonable description of the
vQ values for the sample.

As shown in Fig. 4D–F for the Gaussian distribution, in-
creasing the preparation time to values greater thant ' 3/s
causes the DQ-MA signal to remain very small for increasingly
greater time intervals. This time interval has significant con-

FIG. 5. Simulated QE (A and C) and DQ-MA (B and D) NMR signals for the Gaussian distribution with transverse relaxation ratess1 5 s2 5 s/20 and
exchange timete 5 10/s. (A and B) t 5 6/s. (C and D)t 5 10/s. The horizontal time axis is the same as in Fig. 1.
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sequences in the NMR spectrum that is the Fourier transform
of this time domain signal. Figure 6 shows the Fourier trans-
form of the Gaussian distribution DQ-MA signals of Fig. 4. For
preparation times shorter thant ' 3/s, the Fourier transform
gives a spectrum with a broad peak which is superposed on a
narrower peak that is of opposite algebraic sign. For prepara-
tion times greater thant ' 3/s, the increasing time range of
small signal values gives an increasingly complex spectrum.
Wiggles appear and the number of them in the spectrum
increase with increase int. These wiggles from the ‘‘wiggle
free’’ Gaussian quadrupole frequency distribution result from
the time shift of the signal maximum and do not represent
structural parameters in the sample. It is clear that the shift
of the time domain signal maximum to longer times gives
spectra that are increasingly difficult to analyze and that the
time domain signal gives more direct, less ambiguous infor-
mation.

The preceding results suggest that simulations based on the

five phase coherences can aid in interpreting and quantifying
one-pulse, QE, and multiple-quantum-filter signals from spin
3/2 nuclei. This has been demonstrated (14) for 23Na in a
sample composed of 1.0 ml of 100 mM aqueous NaCl and
0.2 g xanthan gum. We have also observed23Na quadrupole
splitting in other aqueous biopolymers such as welan gum and
rhamsan gum. When interpreting such data it should be real-
ized that, becauses1 and s are both active in the same time
intervals, a value of the spin echo amplitude that is less than the
value of coefficientc5 in Table 1 can be a consequence either
of s1 relaxation or exchange between domains of differentvQ

values, or of a combination of both possibilities.
One last point worth mentioning is that agarose gels give

a null DQ-MA signal and hence do not show direct evidence
of quadrupole splitting such has been reported for biological
tissue (1, 2). Therefore, gels of a different biopolymer, such
as xanthan gum, may be more appropriate phantoms for
23Na in biological tissue.

FIG. 6. Simulated time domain DQ-MA NMR signals of the Gaussian distribution in Fig. 4 and the frequency domain spectra of these signals. The horizontal
time axis is the same as in Fig. 1.
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CONCLUSIONS

Residual quadrupole splitting from anisotropic interactions
between quadrupolar nuclei and local ordered arrangements of
macromolecules can greatly affect the NMR signals following
one-pulse, QE, and MQF pulse sequences. This splitting acts as
a tag that sensitizes the nucleus to the macromolecular arrange-
ments that it experiences as it diffuses in the sample. Failure to
recognize the results of residual quadrupole splitting on NMR
signals can lead to misinterpretation of NMR relaxation mea-
surements. The signals from these pulse sequences can be
simulated for many different structural and dynamical physical
models. These simulations can be used to interpret NMR
signals in terms of the physical parameters in these models,
leading to increased understanding of structure and ion binding
in samples such as biological tissue and biopolymer gels.
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